Introduction
In this article we will represent some ideas and a lot of new theorems in plane geometry.
Deformation of equilateral triangle
2.1. Deformation principle for equilateral triangle. If some triangle points lie on a circle (line) or are equivalent in the case of an equilateral triangle, then in the general case of an arbitrary triangle they are connected by some natural relations. Thus, triangle geometry can be seen as a deformation of the equilateral triangle geometry.
This principle partially describes why there exists so many relations between the Kimberling centers X i (see definition of the Kimberling center here [2] ).
First example of application.
Consider an equilateral triangle ABC with center O and let P be an arbitrary point on the circle (ABC). Then we can imagine that O is the first Fermat point of the triangle ABC, and the point P is the second Fermat point of the triangle ABC. Consider a circle ω with center at P and passing through the point O. Let X, Y be the intersection points of the circles (ABC) and ω. Then it is easy to see that the line XY passes through the middle of the segment OP . Thus, we can guess that this fact takes place in general for an arbitrary triangle ABC, and it's first and the second Fermat points F 1 , F 2 . Thus, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Consider any triangle ABC and any point X. Let P = AX ∩ BC, Q = BX ∩ AC, R = CX ∩ AB. Let M Q be the Miquel point of the lines XA, XC, BA, BC, similarly define the points M P , M R . Denote l Q as the Simson line of the point M Q wrt triangle XP C (it's same for the triangles XRA, AP B, RBC). Similarly define the lines l P , l R . Let P ′ Q ′ R ′ be the midpoint triangle for P QR. Let P ′ Q ′ ∩ l R = R * , like the same define the points P * , Q * . Then P ′ P * , Q ′ Q * , R ′ R * are concurrent. (1) Lines 
Remark 2.1. In all theorems from this section consider the case of an equilateral triangle.
Nice fact about triangle centers
For any i, j ∈ N if some fact is true for the Kimberling center X i , then we can try to transport the same construction from the triangle center X i to the center X j and to look on the nice properties of the resulting configuration. Consider any two segments AB and CD, then the point M(AB, CD) can be seen as midpoint between the two segments AB, CD. Also we can consider the segment AB and the point C and to look on the point M(C, AB) as on the midpoint between the point C and the segment AB.
Remark 4.1. In the case when A = B and C = D we will get that the points M(C, AB) and M(AB, CD) are midpoints of AC. 
Similarly define the points
and (R A R B R C ) goes through the same point. (2) Lines AR A , BR B , CR C intersect at the same point which lies on the circle 
5. Deformation of segment into a conic 5.1. Deformation principle for conics. In some statements we can replace some segment by a conic.
Theorem 5.1. Consider a circle ω and the two conics K 1 , K 2 which are tangent to ω at four points P 1 , Q 1 , P 2 , Q 2 . Where P 1 and Q 1 lie on K 1 , P 2 and Q 2 lie on K 2 . Consider two external tangents to K 1 , K 2 which intersect at the point C. Let the circles (CP 1 Q 1 ) and (CP 2 Q 2 ) intersect second time at E. Then ∠CEO = π/2, where O is the center of ω.
Theorem 5.2. Consider a circle ω and the two conics K 1 , K 2 which are tangent to ω at four points. Let
Theorem 5.4. Consider any triangle ABC. Let P , P ′ and Q, Q ′ be two pairs of isogonal conjugated points wrt ABC. Consider a conic C P with foci at P , P ′ and also consider a conic C Q with foci at Q, Q ′ . Then the points A, B, C, M(C P , C Q ) lie on the same circle.
On incircles in orthocenter construction
Main idea of this section is to construct something nice which includes incircles in orthocenter construction.
Theorem 6.1. Consider triangle ABC with orthocenter H and altitudes 
a be the orthocenter of BI a C, similarly define H
c . Then the triangles H 
Theorem 6.12. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H. Let A ′ be the reflection of H wrt BC, similarly define the points
H). Then the point H is the orthocenter of the triangle
i CC A C B (H)i BB C B A (H)i AA B A C (H).
Combination of different facts
Here we will build combinations of some well-known constructions from geometry. 
Theorem 7.3 (Conic and Poncelet point). Consider a conic C and any point X. Let given points
A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , D 1 , A 2 , B 2 , C 2 , D 2 on C, such that the lines A 1 A 2 , B 1 B 2 , C 1 C 2 , D 1 D 2
goes through the point X. Consider the circle Ω ABC which goes through the Poncelet points of quadrilaterals
Similarly define the circles Ω BCD , Ω ACD , Ω ABD . Then all these circles Ω ABC , Ω BCD , Ω ACD , Ω ABD goes through the same point. Section 4) . Similarly define a circle Ω BCD . Then we get that Ω BCD = Ω ABC .
Theorem 7.4 (Conic and Miquel point). Consider a conic C and any point X. Let given points
A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , D 1 , A 2 , B 2 , C 2 , D 2 on C, such that the lines A 1 A 2 , B 1 B 2 , C 1 C 2 , D 1 D 2 goes through the point X. Consider the circumcircle Ω ABC of the triangle M(A 1 A 2 , B 1 B 2 )M(A 1 A 2 , C 1 C 2 )M(C 1 C 2 , B 1 B 2 ) (see definition of M in
Combinations with radical lines.
Theorem 7.5 (Gauss line theorem and radical lines). Consider any four lines l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 and let l be the Gauss line for these four lines. Consider any four points P 1 ∈ l 1 , P 2 ∈ l 2 , P 3 ∈ l 3 , P 4 ∈ l 4 . Let X ij = l i ∩ l j , for any index i = j. Let r 1 be the radical line of circles (P 1 P 2 X 12 ) and (P 3 P 4 X 34 ), let r 2 be the radical line of circles (P 1 P 3 X 13 ) and (P 2 P 4 X 24 ), finally let r 3 be the radical line of circles (P 1 P 4 X 14 ) and (P 2 P 3 X 23 ). Consider the case when l 1 , l 2 , l 3 intersect at the same point P . Then we get that P lies on l. . Let the circle Ω P BC goes through P and internally touches the circles ω B , ω C , let the circle Ω QAB goes through Q and internally touches the circles ω A , ω B . Similarly define the circles Ω QCD and Ω P DA . Then there exists a circle ω M which is tangent to Ω P BC , Ω QAB , Ω QCD and Ω P DA .
and let the line L P BC goes through the center of Ω P BC and is perpendicular to DA (see definition of M in Section 4). Similarly define the lines
L P DA , L QAB , L QCD . Consider the case when L P BC , L P DA , L QAB intersect at the same point W . Then L QCD also goes through W .
Theorem 8.4 (Blow-up of Pascal's theorem). Consider two circles
CD form a convex quadrilateral AB,CD and let P AB,CD be the intersection of the diagonals of AB,CD . Similarly define BC,DE , CD,EF and the points P BC,DE , P CD,EF . Then P AB,CD , P BC,DE , P CD,EF are collinear. 
B form a convex quadrilateral A,B and let P A,B be the intersection of the diagonals of A,B .
9. Generalizations of Feuerbach's theorem 9.1. The Feuerbach point for a set of coaxial circles. Consider any triangle ABC and let given three circles ω A , ω B , ω C , such that ω A is tangent to BC, ω B is tangent to AC, ω C is tangent to AB and also given that the circles ω A , ω B , ω C , (ABC) are coaxial. Then the set of circles ω A , ω B , ω C can be seen as a generalized incircle for ABC. 9.2. The Feuerbach point for a set of three conics. We can look on the set of three confocal conics (same situation as [1, Problem 11.18]) as on the generalized circle. Also, we can look at a construction with three conics and their three tangents (see picture below), as on a generalized incircle construction.
Theorem 9.2. Consider points A, B, C. Let given set of conics K AB , K BC , K AC , where conic K AB has foci A and B, similarly conic K BC has foci B and C and conic K CA has foci C and A. Consider the tangent line l B to conics K AB , K BC , similarly define the lines
, the nine -point circle of A ′ B ′ C ′ and the cevian circle of I wrt ABC goes through the same point.
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Isogonal conjugacy for isogonal lines
Consider any situation with a triangle ABC and points P, Q, such that ∠BAP = ∠QAC. Next we will see that it's natural to consider isogonal conjugations of P , Q wrt ABC. 
Fun with some lines
In this section we will construct some nice theorems which includes some famous lines. 
On Three Pascal lines
Consider some nice situation which includes three Pascal lines l 1 , l 2 , l 3 of some nice hexagons. Then we can predict that these lines are concurrent at the same point. (
12.1. New Pascal line. Consider any conic C and let conics C 1 , C 2 , C 3 are tangent to it at six points. Let the common internal tangents to the conics C 1 , C 2 meet at X 12 . Let the common internal tangents to conics C 1 , C 3 meet at X 13 . Let the common internal tangents to the conics C 2 , C 3 meet at X 23 . Then X 12 , X 23 , X 13 are collinear. See picture below for more details.
Definition 12.1. Name this line as Pasc C (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ), where order of conics is important.
Theorem 12.4. Consider three conics C A , C B , C C . Let given that there exists a conic C, which is tangent to them at six points. Let two outer tangents to the conics C A , C B intersect with two outer tangents to the conics C A , C C at the points P (1) A , C B ) and Pasc C BC (C C , P
(1) . . , l n−1 pass through the same point P we get that the line l n also passes through P .
Remark 13.1. Previous theorem can be seen as n -conic analog of [1, Problem 11.18 ].
By observing theorem 13.1 one can note that P can be seen as the incenter for the set of conics K 1 , K 2 , . . ., K n . So if we apply this analogy to [1, Problem 5.5 .10], then we'll obtain the following theorem. We can look at the set of three confocal conics (same situation as [1, Problem 11 .18]) as on the analog of the situation where given three circles ω A , ω B , ω C with centers at A, B and C. So [1, Problem 11.18] can be seen as an analog of radical center theorem. Next two pictures describes conic analogs of [1, Theorem 6.3.7] and [1, Theorem 10.11].
Definition 13.1. Consider any two conics K 1 and K 2 which share same focus F . Let the conics K 1 and K 2 intersect at the points A, B. Consider the intersection point X of the tangents to the conic K 1 from A, B. Similarly let Y be the intersection point of the tangents to the conic K 2 from A, B. Then let by definition L F (K 1 , K 2 ) = XY . . Similarly define the points P BC , P CD , P DA . Then we have that :
(1) Lines P AB P CD , P BC P DA intersect at P . 
